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Abstract
The paper conjectures some alternative acquisitions of mathematical models to see the Batak family
tree that could enrich our understanding of the anthropological study of Bataknese people. We
discuss some aspects of Bataknese Clan‐group in Batak traditional social life. Since the family tree is
drawn according to the genealogical patterns of degrees relative to the first Batak in northern
Sumatera, the paper discusses interesting features of Malthusian growth rate. The latter discussions
is about the relatedness of a clan‐group of Bataknese one another as reflected in the family tree by
observing the topology of the web. The conjectures for future development is also drawn.
Keywords: family tree, batak, customary law, scale‐free network.
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1. Introd
duction
More than ten
t millions Indonesian people is in the set of Batak
B
ethnic groups. The
e modern
Batakneese is spreaading over the
t
archipelago as sho
own in Figu
ure 1 while most of th
hem are
concentrated in thee large island
d of Sumateera neighborring and livin
ng closely with Malay, Acehnese
A
(concentrated in north),
n
Niass (concentraated in NIaas Island in the Eastt), and Pad
dangnese
(concentrated in sou
uth) since thee very first id
dentified as Batak peoplee until now.
Indonesian Batak peoplle are well known
k
for keeping
k
theirr “marga”, a surname reflecting
r
their gro
oup of clan. The study reegarding to this
t issue mo
ostly becomees the discou
urse of anthropology
and amo
ong Batakneese when theey are talkingg about traditional social law (‘adat’’). In fact, the
ere are a
lot of intteresting things that we can learn from this trad
ditional custo
oms and how
w it emerges the face
of the community
c
o Indonesia Batak peop
of
ple even todaay. Batak’s clan
c
groups are rooted from
f
the
early geenealogy of Bataknese
B
h
habited
the northern
n
Sum
matera at th
he place kno
own as the Tapanuli.
T
There are about sixx ethnicities can be regaarded as Battaknese, i.e.: Batak Tobaa, Batak Karro, Batak
Mandailling, Pakpak,, Simalungun
n, and Angko
ola. The stattistical proxim
mities of thee different laanguages
among these
t
ethnicc groups along with other ethnic groups in Indo
onesia are d
discussed in Situngkir
(2007). Nonethelesss, an interessting thing in
i Bataknese
e is that theey keep usin
ng the usagge of the
surnamee until now and still tod
day a lot of debates
d
are going on reegarding to tthe genealoggy of the
clan gro
oups (Sinaga,, 1997). An interesting and
a similar data
d
used reelated to socciological disscussions
but diffeerent theoreetical conjecctures is disccussed in Bo
ouquet (199
96) while som
me biologicaal theory
conjectu
ures of familyy trees relateed to the DN
NA is discusse
ed in Serva (2004).

Figure 1
Th
he cartogram showing
s
the 30
3 regions in Indonesia resized regardingg to
the populatio
on fraction of Batak ethnic group. The ligghter the colo
or the more Baataknese in it..
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d here shows some insigghts that we
e can see fro
om the sociaal phenomen
na of this
The worrk presented
tradition
nal Indonesiian culture – as it has been theorretically disccussed with broader theoretical
perspecttive in Situnggkir (2003 & 2004) – esp
pecially Bataknese. The paper
p
raises some discusssions on
the major role of the clan group among Indonesian Bataknese
B
an
nd some certain traditio
ons kept
related to this aspeect and then followed byy some discu
ussions relatted to the p
population of growth
from thee genealogy of the clanss and thus fo
ollowed by th
he discussion
ns how Bataknese can be
e related
one ano
other concerning their clan groupss. A lot of things
t
can be
b learnt fro
om this clan
n‐tree of
Batakneese as well ass a lot more from
f
the divverse ethnicitties in the co
ountry.

2. About Bataknese and its Clan
n‐Tree
Even further, they also have some certain wayy to calculatee from the rrespective ge
enealogy
the num
mber of the “sundut” – degree from
m “Si Raja Batak” – literrally means the “king off batak”.
Howeveer the label “king”
“
here cannot be regarded
r
equ
uivalent with
h other Indo
onesian ethn
nic group
using the same word
d (“raja”) ass for political power, but merely a naame of hono
or attached to him by
all Batakk people as his
h descendaants (cf. Sinaaga, 1997:42). Figure 2 shows the groupings of the Batak
clan groups, while th
he surname (the “marga
a”) represents who the respective
r
an
ncestor is. It is worth
noting that the geneealogy depiccted here is a patrilineal,, thus the naames of the mothers are
e not yet
to be co
ounted on in
n the construction of claan groupingss. There are however, some ancesto
ors were
practicin
ng polygamyy or married
d other wom
man after the
e previous one
o passed aaway – yet sons are
treated as the samee. Consequen
ntly to the practice of this patriarchyy, Bataknese female who
o marries
(‘marton
ndong’) is reecognized to be the part of the male
e’s family lines – a practiice that also become
the diffeerent social positions
p
bettween male and
a female among
a
Batakknese.

Figure 2
A Chart Depicting Batakne
ese Clan Tree
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Figure 2 sho
ows us the liineages of Batak
B
clan groups from the first Bataaknese in the
e center,
he source off the clans or “marga”, i.e.: Guru Tateabulan
who hass two noted children thaat became th
and Raja
a Isumbaon. The names of clan takeen from the name of thee old times B
Batak people
e are not
from thee same geneerations – fu
urthermore there
t
are sto
ories, legend
ds, or folklorees on each names
n
of
Batak people that become thee names of clan. The names of claans labeled from the Baataknese
forefath
hers from 6thh upto 9th geenerations frrom the Si Raja
R
Batak. There are so
ome version
ns of this
clan‐gen
nealogical treee as a mattter of fact, reegarding to some
s
custom
mary law relaated things, like who
is the oldest clan gro
oup in the saame siblings,, etc. Noneth
heless, in som
me cases theere are similarities at
t earlier generations from
f
the Si Raja
R
Batak. We
W use the ta
arombo as d
drawn in figu
ure 2 that
least in the
note thee web of the clans upto 8th generation (‘sundut’).

Figure 3
Transform
mation of the Bataknese Family‐Tree into
o Graph‐Theoretical Topolo
ogical Web

It is interestting to see th
hat the existence of surn
name plays a major role in social inte
eractions
and relaationship am
mong Batakneese people wherever
w
they are until now. The m
marga or clan
n reflects
the sociial identitiess and affinitiies that wou
uld be very important when
w
we tallk about maating and
marriagee among Bataknese, fam
mily living, and a lot mo
ore things reelated to thee traditional customs
and intrra‐ethnic soccial relationship. The imp
portance of clan groups among Bataak people pe
ermeates
the com
mpletely sociaal life regard
ding to the cu
ustomary law
w of Batak. Furthermore
F
e, since the discourse
d
is aboutt the familyy line, marriiage becomees an imporrtant things the way Batak keeps the clan
groupinggs. For instance, the malle from the same
s
with fe
emale from the
t same claan (or groupss) cannot
get married and theere is a kind of
o tendency for male to get take fem
male from thee same clan group of
his moth
her as wife (‘‘pariban’).
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damental cu
ustomary laaw in Bataknese peoplee is called Dalihan Na
a Tolu, a
A very fund
o the affinitty‐relationsh
hip of, to, and
a
from
customaary rule for social livingg and status related to
marriagee among Battaknese. Thee Dalihan Na Tolu is the three basic laaws among B
Batak people
e, i.e.:
1. “The Somba
a Hula‐hula”” (pay respect to the family of the wife's paren
nts and the
e related
clan),
oru” (be kind
d to the familly of son‐in‐law and the related
r
clan)), and
2. “Elek Marbo
3. “Manat Marrdongan Tub
bu” (keep thee warm brotherhood from the same and related clan).
Vergoween (1964) discusses this in detail. Yeet, what we want to sho
ow here is th
hat the name of clan
attached
d as the fam
mily name among
a
Batakknese is essential to Ind
donesian Batak people. When a
Batakneese meets another Batak,, they will inttroduce them
mselves by using
u
their su
urnames. Aftterwards,
they wo
ould have fou
und the conn
nections betw
ween them, be it as “hulla‐hula” or “boru” (the saame clan
with in‐llaws), “dong
gan tubu” or “dongan sab
butuha” (the
e same clan or
o group of o
one). This intteresting
featuress of Batak haas given an interesting
i
q
questions,
ho
ow a clan group really co
onnected to
o another
by usingg the network model shown in the neext section of the paper.

3. Some
e Insights fro
om Bataknesse Clan‐Tree
From our understandin
u
ng on Batakknese clan, we
w would like to discu
uss some intteresting
aspects related to th
he growth off the earliestt Batak peop
ple from Si Raja
R
Batak to
o the 8th generations.
We tran
nsform the chart
c
in figure 2 into thee one showe
ed in figure 3. From this transformaation we
discoverr interesting facts about the relatedn
ness of a clan
n to another by using thee tarombo.

Figure 4
The exponeential rate of population
p
gro
owth in Batakk Family Tree

Batak Cllan from the first generation to the eighth
e
Campos & de
d Oliviera (2003) discu
ussed an evvolutionary model
m
relateed to the grrowth of
populatiion emergin
ng the scale‐free behavior that folllows the Maalthusian grrowth. A Maalthusian
growth can only occurred
o
wh
hen there is
i no consttraint of caarrying capaacity of the
e natural
5

environment. We plot the growth of the numbers of noted names in the tarombo and interestingly
find a sort of Malthusian growth rate (of man, since the family tree does not contain the names of
the woman at the respective generation) of

mn = m0 exp( ρ n)

(1)

where mn denotes the name in the n‐th generation (“sundut”) and ρ denotes the growth rate. This
is showed in figure 4. The exponential rate happens to be in Malthusian simple model is
understandable for at the estimated year of earlier Bataknese is in 1200s (Sinaga, 1997) where
natural capacity was not a really matter for population growth in northern Sumatera.

Closeness Among Bataknese Clan
The Tarombo can be seen as directed graph of G (V , E ) , where the names of the individuals
(most of them become the names of Bataknese clans) are represented by the vertices (V) of the tree
that can be regarded as a family‐web and the edges (E). In our visualization, however, we can
present the graph in the directed network which arrows showing the directions of fathers to sons for
the nature of patrilinial Batak’s customs. In order to extract some interesting properties from the
clan‐genealogical tree, we employ the random graph concept by looking at the network as the set of
N vertices that are connected each other with independent probability p. A similar problem has
been pointed out by the seminal work on random graph related to the problem in mathematical
genetics of Solomonoff & Rapoport (1951). Thus, the graph Gn , p that according to Erdös & Rényi
(1960) should exhibit the binomial degree distribution. The probability px that a randomly chosen
node is connected to exactly x others can be written,

⎛n⎞
px = ⎜ ⎟ p x (1 − p ) n − x
⎝ x⎠

(2)

Thus,
x

nx ⎛ p ⎞
n
px = lim ⎜
1− p)
(
⎟
n →∞ x ! 1 − p
⎝
⎠
px

z x exp ( − z )
x!

(3)

(4)

that is the so‐called Poisson distribution. However, what we found in the clan‐tree is not actually the
Poisson distributed interconnectedness. As it is shown in figure 5, the degree distribution in
Bataknese clan‐tree happens to be the fatter‐tail of the power law,

p x ∼ xα

(5)

with exponent 3.0209 (R=0.93787)1. The nature of this exponent is somehow different on some
other networked systems we have seen before (e.g.: Situngkir, 2007) for the it’s value is > 3. Reading
the proof shown by Cohen & Havlin (2003), we can say that the diameter is not really ultrasmall2.
1

We use the standard Kolmogorov‐Smirnov statistical test (Clauset, et. al., 2007) and calculate the maximum‐
likelihood of the exponent of the power‐law.
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Figure 5
The degree
d
distribution of Batakknese clan network

The topology of the clan‐tree caan thus be reegarded nott‐really a smaall‐world top
pology. As it has also
been deepicted in Neewman, et. al.
a (2001), we
w can do the simulation
n to see this in the nature of the
generatiing function
ns. The clan network that is compo
osed by largge amount o
of N verticess can be
construccted from the generatingg function
∞

G0 (r ) = ∑ px r x

(6)

x =0

where px is the pro
obability funcction that a randomly
r
chosen node in
n the graph h
has degree x . As the
thus G0 (1) = 1 . As show
distributtion supposeedly can be normalized,
n
wn in Newman et. al. (20
001), the
probability px is givven by the x‐th derivativee of G0 ,

px =

1 d x G0
x ! dr x

(7)
r =0

The diam
meter of thee Batak clan‐‐tree (the average minim
mum path len
ngth among nodes) as caalculated
by

d=

2

1
N

N

∑δ
j =1

min

(i, j )

Ultrasm
mall diameter happens in th
he small‐world
d topology of which

(8)

2 < α < 3 (Cohen & Havlin, 20033).
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where δ (i, j ) = min( d ij ) and d ij is the minimum path‐length between two nodes in the clan‐tree, is

d = 9.4438 . The diameter of the generated web is smaller, approximately d generated ≈ 3 .
Interestingly, we can see that the exhibited scale‐free does not represent a really close clans one
another. This closeness could also be seen in the clustering coefficient that can be calculated as

C=

1
N

N

∑C
i =1

(9)

i

where

Ci =

1
Γi

⎛ N ⎡
⎤⎞
⎜⎜ ∑ eij ⎢ ∑ e jk ⎥ ⎟⎟
⎝ j =1 ⎣ k∈Γi ; j < k ⎦ ⎠

(10)

and

Γ i = C (ki , 2) =

ki ( ki − 1)
2

(11)

Our calculation shows that the general coefficient clustering is 0.0016 not very clustered network
with the one we have from the simulation with the same graph generated before, C ≈ 0.012 .
The power law distribution in the Bataknese clan‐web shows the property of the topological
properties of how the major “hubs” of the clan are closely followed by smaller ones and these
smaller ones are also followed again with even the smaller ones showing the robust topology. As
discussed in Barabasi (2003) this kind of topology has interesting properties of fault tolerant
behavior. As it has been discussed in the beginning of the paper, there are sometimes debates
among descendants about the positions of certain clan in the lines of the tarombo, the likelihood
that a hub would be affected the macro properties of the system is unlikely. The acknowledgement
of Bataknese to the clan hubs are somehow becoming the key factor that made the network robust
from time to time.

4. Concluding Remarks
We have discussed short anthropological features of Batak family tree or clan‐genealogical
tree and how it affects and is influenced by the traditional customary laws in social life, even until
today’s modern life. The occurrence of Malthusian growth model is also found in the earliest Batak
community for there is no significant environmental capacity problem at the time. Furthermore, we
have shown the diameter of the Tarombo Batak (family tree) showing how closely related a clan to
another. We found the scale‐free behavior in the clan‐web and see that even though there are some
debates on the construction of family tree right now among Bataknese, the robustness of the chart
of the family tree is still persist for the general acknowledgement of the hubs – a property emerges
from the topology of the scale‐free network.
A lot of works can be directed from this work in modern anthropological approaches to
genealogical tree. For instance, most of Bataknese kept their family tree altogether rooted from the
top to the bottom and analyzing the statistical properties of this can be useful to understand a lot of
things related to this. Another work can also be conducted by computational simulations on how the
fundamental of Batak traditional customary law would emerges such statistical properties. A more
8

comprehensive approach to enrich our understanding on anthropological works of complex
Indonesian Batak people is open.
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